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TRANSACTIONS 
OF THE 

AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION 
1940 

I.-The Epyllion: A Chapter in the History of Literary Criticism 

WALTER ALLEN, JR. 

YALE UNIVERSITY 

The term "epyllion" has grown to be part of our critical vocabulary, and 
there it has no proper place. The modern scholarly writing on this form is mis- 
leading in several respects, for attention is not sufficiently directed to the fact 
that our use of the name has no foundation in antiquity; nor can anv connection 
be demonstrated between this type of literature and the hypothetical quarrel 
between Callimachus and Apollonius Rhodius. Most significant of all is the 
point that there has been no success in ascribing common literary characteristics 
to the poems usually classed as epyllia. It is consequently more satisfactory to 
regard these poems as results of the Alexandrian fondness for mixed poetical 
genera and to say simply that they were written under strong influence from the 
Hesiodic, as opposed so the Homeric, tradition of epic poetry. 

It is frequently wise to reexamine the standard ideas about 
literature for they sometimes emerge as half-truths-occasionally 
as fables. The stages of their creation are very easy: one set of 
scholars proposes a suggestion, another set repeats it as fact, and 
thereafter it is accepted. Perhaps the worst example of this state 
of affairs exists in the case of the epyllion.1 Since the beginning of 
the present century it has been popularly regarded as a literary 
type established and recognized by the ancients, although both the 
name and the classification are modern. A few more recent scholars 
have not only believed in its existence as a literary form,2 but have 

1 The extant poems most generally listed in this group are: Theocritus XIII, XXIV, 

and xxv; the Hecale of Callimachus; Moschus ii (Europa); Bion, Achilles; the Vergilian 
or pseudo-Vergilian Culex and Ciris; and Catullus LXIV (Peleus and Thetis). I shall 
disregard the poems of which we have only the names or small fragments. It is also 
useless to consider in this connection statements about Ovid's Metamorphoses (which 
are sometimes said to be a collection of epyllia), -if one disregards the criterion that 
the epyllion is an independent short epic, the battle is lost before it is begun. The 
same attitude must be taken toward the Aristaeus episode in Vergil. 

2 It might be appropriate to include here a definition of the modern idea of the 
epyllion; a fair sample is the one given by Johannes Heumann, De epyllio Alexandrino 

1 
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2 Walter Allen, Jr. [1940 

gone so far as to speak of the influence of "epyllion technique" 
upon other types of poetry. My intention here is to re-state all 
the pertinent evidence in juxtaposition, with the purpose of render- 
ing it easily comparable with the statements in the handbooks and 
monographs. In its present stage the problem, for lack of material, 
is quite impossible of perfect solution, but the papyrus gains in the 
Alexandrian field during the past few decades have been so great 
that we may hope for better fortune in the future. The aim of 
this paper is to clarify the nature of the problem. 

The bibliography of the Greek and Latin Alexandrian periods, 
especially on points of style, is enormous, and no one can claim 
omniscience. The handling of it is rendered more troublesome by 
the fact that so much of the older scholarship is more useful than 
the recent. Some of the work is not worth mentioning, even to 
refute it, and I have not done so.3 

The question of the epyllion has suffered a curious history. 
Several conspicuous authorities have written severe strictures upon 
the type, have pointed out the modern provenance of the name, 
and have decried its acceptance as a literary form; but they have 
done so only in footnotes or obiter dicta. They did not state the 
reasons for their stand on the question, and their remarks have 
been generally ignored. It is worth while to reproduce them, 
however, to show that a doubtful attitude is not singular or un- 
warranted. 

For example we have the significant remarks of Wilamowitz- 
Moellendorff: 4 "Weil E16VAXXoV so lange mit dem modernen Idyll 
(oder der Idylle, wie man barbarisch sagte) verwechselt ward, 
haben sich die Philologen ein rrV'XXoV erfunden, von dem im Altertum 
niemand etwas weiss; das Wort bedeutet auch niemals ein kleines 

(Leipzig diss., Koenigsee, Selmar de Ende, 1904), 7f.:-that epyllia are short narrative 
poems in hexameters, on mythological subjects, in a serious vein, complete in them- 
selves, and about one book long. 

S Sometimes one meets with oddities when a scholar xvill feel the need of modifying 
the general viewpoint, e.g., M. Lenchantin de Gubernatis, P. Vergili Maronis Ciris 
(Turin, Chiantore, 1930), xviii: "L'epillio, nell' accezione della parola tra i moderni, 
e un componimento narrativo d'ambito ristretto, un breve e'ros, un 7roL7jLartov in 
esametri. Esso, anche secondo i suoi autori, non costituiva un 'genere' nuovo in 
contrasto al macchinoso carme epico tradizionale, ma un correttivo alle degenerazioni 
di questo non consone ai tempi, un perfezionamento secondo la nuova coscienza 
estetica elaboratasi nel periodo ellenistico. In che modo, e ci6 che mi propongo di 
chiarire." 

4 Ulrich v. WVilamowitz-Moellendorff, Hellenistische Dichtung in der Zeit des 
Kallimachos (Berlin, Weidmann, 1924), i.117, note 2. 
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Vol. lxxi] The Epyllion 3 

Epos. Mit dem hatte auch ein Grieche nie etwas anfangen konnen, 
sintemal das was die Modernen Einzellied nennen zu allen Zeiten 
vorgeherrscht hatte. Vor allem kommt es auf die Behandlung an; 
mit der Elle misst man Gedichte nicht. Ist die Hekale ein Epyllion? 
Vergessen ist auch dabei, dass die neuen Gedichte oft elegische 
Form haben, ohne dass ein Unterschied fassbar ware. Wie gewohn- 
lich ist auf die Griechen iibertragen, was man sich nach Ciris und 
Zmyrna als Epyllion zurechtmachte." 5 While it is valuable to 
have Wilamowitz's opinion on the subject so clearly expressed, it is 
nevertheless regrettable that he did not see fit to go into the subject 
more fully and to document his statement. Similarly Wilhelm 
Kroll in his edition of Catullus 6 said that the Peleus and Thetis is a 
"kleines Epos " and that the term "' Epyllion' ist modern." 

On the other hand there are conspicuous monographs and articles 
which I believe to be largely in error and which have maintained 
the name and the existence of the literary form practically without 
opposition.7 Since several of these works are in English and of 
greater accessibility, it will suffice to submit only them to exact 
refutation. The main authorities, which everyone meets as soon as 
he begins to study the question, are the dissertations by Heumann 
and May, the article by Jackson, and the book by Miss Crump. 
Professor Jackson's article is excellent and displays admirable 
restraint-he and I would be in essential agreement if he had con- 
cluded his article with a statement that the epyllion does not exist 
as a form, as his evidence and interpretation really demonstrate. 
Miss Crump's book is extensive, but I feel it is completely mistaken. 
The two German dissertations were received coolly by their re- 
viewers,8 but have been accepted ever since. May's work will 

5 Wilamowitz, op. cit. (see note 4), i.184, calls the Hecale an eidyllion. That this 
term also is really unsuitable because it does not seem to have been in existence in 
the time of Theocritus and Callimachus is indicated by the scholia to Theocritus: 
Carolus Wendel, Scholia in Theocritum Vetera (Leipzig, Teubner, 1914), 5, 12f. The 
references to Lucian in these scholia betray their date. 

6 Wilhelm Kroll, C. Valerius Catullus (Leipzig, Teubner, 1923), 140. 
7 Johannes Heumann, De epyllio Alexandrino (Leipzig diss., Koenigsee, Selmar de 

Ende, 1904); Gerhardus May, De stilo epylliorum Romanorum (Kiel diss., Fiencke, 
1910); C. N. Jackson, "The Latin Epyllion," H.S.C.P. XXIV (1913), 37-50; Gennaro 
Perrotta, "Arte e tecnica nell' epillio alessandrino,"' Atene e Roma N.S. Iv (1923), 
213-229; M. M. Crump, The Epyllion from Theocritus to Ovid (Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 
1931). These works will hereafter be referred to only by the authors' names. 

8 Heumann was reviewed by Max Rannow in B. ph. W.. xxvi (1906), 705-714, and 
by C. Fries in W. kl. Ph. xxi (1904), 1139-1142; May was reviewed by P. Jahn in 
B. ph. W. xxxi (1911), 1159f. 
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4 Walter Allen, Jr. [1940 

enter into our discussion but very little, since he almost entirely 
confined himself to treating the characteristics of Alexandrian 
verse and style I rather than the peculiarities of the epyllion which 
might distinguish it from other genres. There is one work in addi- 
tion by an Italian scholar, but it is generally inconsiderable and 
contains nothing which is not found in the other authorities. 

Most of the modern writers and handbooks quote or refer to 
Heumann on the epyllion with absolute faith, as if his words were 
all that need be said on the subject. After citing him they proceed 
on the assumption that the epyllion is an established literary form, 
which he had not definitely asserted. The use of the term was not 
so explicit in the nineteenth century; but after Heumann's disserta- 
tion was published, the damage was done and the type has not 
since been seriously doubted, so far as I know, except by 
Wilamowitz and Kroll. His dissertation, however, never enjoyed 
such wide circulation as Miss Crump's book, and some opposition 
must be raised to her work. Her book received generally good 
reviews, and apparently has been regarded as sound. 

The basic error running through the scholarship on this point 
is that the authorities have neglected the duty of proving that any 
genre existed in antiquity to which this name can be applied. It is 
necessary to demonstrate the existence of a type and that certain 
poems belong to that type before anyone can satisfactorily describe 
its characteristics. It is also folly to talk of authors writing in a 
definite literary form before it is known that there was such a form 
and that they believed themselves to be writing in that form. The 
truth of the matter is that these poems do possess some qualities in 
common, but that they also possess these same qualities in common 
with other poems and other distinctive types of literature, so that 
it is not right to classify them as an individual and well-defined 
genre. 

The subject under discussion is unwieldy, but it proves amenable 
to treatment if we employ various headings, such as the origin and 

9 Although May's work is useful, I think the reader will find that more satis- 
factory results were obtained by Erich Reitzenstein, " Zur Stiltheorie des Kallimachos," 
in Festschrift Richard Reitzenstein (Leipzig, Teubner, 1931), 23-69. While this 
article is interesting for general stylistic considerations in regard to Alexandrian poetry, 
it has nothing in particular on the epyllion. May has some remarks on the vocabulary 
of these Alexandrians, which should be compared with Rene Pichon, De Sermone 
Amatorio apud Latinos Elegiarum Scriptores (Paris, Librairie Hachette et Cie, 1902). 
Cf. also Jackson, 46-50. 
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Vol. lxxi] The Epyllion 5 

meaning of the name, the supposed origin of the type itself, and the 
characteristics ascribed to this kind of poetry. 

I. THE TERM 

The new Liddell and Scott dictionary recognizes the word as 
a diminutive of 'eros, and as meaning a "versicle", or "scrap of 
poetry." In this meaning it was used three times by Aristophanes, 
to make fun of Euripides.'0 Its next important occurrence is in 
Athenaeus,"1 who employed it once to describe a pseudo-Homeric 
poem, the Epikichlides: 12 "Orl -r elS `O/vpov avabepO'/evOv eratXOV, 

i7rt-ypa46Ovov o be' EriMXLXes, eTvxe ravbrvs -r7s irpoo-n-yoplas b&a ro rov 
`Oun7pov "bovra avro ro-Cs 7rawl KlXXas &wpoV Xa/uqavEl, loTopE- Mevalxios 
EV Ti rpl TEXVWT&JV. 

It is readily observed that the passage from Athenaeus is of 
no importance in establishing the epyllion as a literary type, for 
it does not appear that he wished us to believe he was using a 
regular literary term. In the first place, Athenaeus is much later 
than any of the poems ascribed to the genre; secondly, he may 
have taken the word from comedy or, with his knowledge of comedy, 
he may have invented it on the same humorous principles as 
Aristophanes did originally; thirdly, the poem is ascribed to Homer 
and hence would probably be at least earlier than the Callimachean 
type of poem; fourthly, he obviously means only that this is a poem 
in epic verse which is not so long as the Iliad or the Odyssey;.fifthly, 
as he could readily find analogous confusion in the double meaning 
of e7ros and E"rn as "verses" and "epics", so he might think that 
E7rv1XXov should also be able to mean either a verse or a poem. 
Athenaeus, then, gives us no reason to think that the term was 
current either in his day or earlier. 

These passages form the sum of the ancient evidence. The use 
of the term epyllion has spread far and wide in modern times and 
we even find it stated that Musaeus (ft. A.D. 550) wrote an epyllion 

10 Aristophanes Acharn. 398-400, Pax 531f., Ranae 941f. A curious parallel to 
the Aristophanic usage, which shows how that sense of the word endured, is to be 
found in Clement of Alexandria Strom. III.3.24: ovCe IjAv o6rt aivOpUrov KIE4)aXj a'7sEIK aL 

KbalAOS Kaa rTO eirvbXXtov EkEvo, 

to6v TOL KVa/,OVS TpwYELV KE4)aXXas TE TOKPWV- 

,axxov Si 'OTt KbaLAOt E'tOL6/lEol a"ToKOVS Ep-y&zovra Tas -UvaLKas. 

Athenaeus ii.65a-b; cf. idem xiv.639a. 
12 This poem is mentioned only casually in antiquity (cf. vol. V of T. W. Allen's 

Oxford [1912] ed. of Homer, pp. 160f.; p. 207, line 334; p. 259, line 45; p. 262, line 103). 
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6 Walter Allen, Jr. [1940 

or epic idyll on the subject of Hero and Leander."3 Statements of 
this sort can have no importance until we know whether there was 
such a form in the earlier periods. 

Some writers on the subject, as Heumann and Jackson,'4 fully 
recognize that the name epyllion did not anciently exist as a designa- 
tion of a literary type, but all the authorities and handbooks very 
carefully refrain from stating just what is the modern source of the 
term; and I have not been able to discover it. The name seems 
first to have come into wide use about 1890-1900, and to have 
received a tremendous impetus from Heumann's dissertation. The 
situation is therefore quite different from that of stuch problems as 
the satura, where we have an actual ancient name. It is true that 
the ancients were not so insistently precise as we in the use of names 
to differentiate literary types, but they regularly did apply some 
sort of term to the various genres. Here wve apparently have no 
ancient name as of a type at all. If the epyllion was a real type, 
I am at a loss to imagine what they called the poems. It may of 
course be that the lack of an exact name is not important; it may 
be an accident that the name does not happen to be preserved. 
But in that case we ought to be able to recognize the type from 
its characteristics, as will be discussed presently, and only in that 
case would it be fair to use the modern term simply for the sake of 
convenience. 

II. THE QUARREL BETWEEN CALLIMACHUS AND 
APOLLONIUS RHODIUS 

One of the landmarks of the literary history of the ancient 
world has been the quarrel between Callimachus and Apollonius. 
Actually the proof for their quarrelling at all is so scanty that it 
has been doubted that the dispute ever occurred. But more recent 
evidence, in the form of the discovery of the opening lines of the 
Aetia, has shown that there was a quarrel or perhaps a series of 
quarrels on literary questions, although it has not established 
Apollonius as Callimachus's opponent and we are still completely 
in the dark as to the cause of their famous disagreement. The 
story, as it is retailed in the handbooks of Greek literature, is largely 

13 Christ-Schmid-Stahlin, Griechische Literaturgeschichte (Munich, Beck, 1924), 
ii.2, 972; F. A. Wright, A History of Later Greek Literature (London, George Routledge 
& Sons, 1932), 404f. 

14 Heuimann, 7; Jackson, 38f. 
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Vol. lxxi] The Epyllion 7 

hypothetical. I shall therefore set down the pertinent material 
which is worthy of record, omitting the evidence which calls for 
such allegorical interpretation that it is valueless.15 The importance 
of the quarrel for us, of course, is that it is supposed to have been 
about the proper length and style of epic poems, and the Hecale is 
supposed to have been written by Callimachus as a manifesto on the 
subject. 

Perfectly familiar is the story of Apollonius and his poem, of 
its first reading and his retirement to Rhodes in shame, and of his 
revised version (or versions) and consequent brilliant success.16 In 
the first place, it will be remembered that there is no indication that 
Apollonius wrote his poem deliberately as an example of what he 
thought a long epic should be, that is, there is no clear indication 
that the Argonautica was polemical. The cause of the failure 
apparently lay in the quality of the poem, which he improved later. 
So far as I know, it has never been remarked that the great success 
of the poem produced no imitators. If the Argonautica and the 
Hecale were in such direct opposition, the former was the ultimate 
victor and should have set a style quite different from that of the 
Hecale. There is also, in the Vitae Apollonii, no enmity between 
the two poets; their proximity in the grave would appear to indicate 
friendship. 

The evidence upon which to base the theory of the quarrel 
between the two poets can be briefly reproduced. First there is the 
epigram by Apollonius the grammarian ('AroXXwoLov -ypappanTKov): 17 

15 Extreme examples of such interpretation are A. Gercke, " Alexandrinische 
Studien (Der Streit mit Apollonius)," Rhein. Mus. XLIV (1889), 127-150, 240-258; 
M. T. Smiley, "The Quarrel between Callimachus and Apollonius," Hermathena xvii 
(1912-13), 280-294; A. Couat, "La querelle de Callimaque et d' Apollonius de Rhodes," 
Annuaire de l'Association pour l'Encouragement des Etudes Grecques en France xi (1877), 
71-103, where Couat, in spite of strenuous efforts, is still unsticcessful in connecting the 
Hecale directly with Apollonius. A good specimen of the older type of Alexandrian 
criticism is A. Couat, "L'Hecale de Callimaque," Annales de la Faculte des Lettres de 
Bordeaux iii (1881), 5-36. On p. 5 Couat says that the Hecale was meant to be an 
example of the new epic style, although he does not call it an epyllion. We might thus 
hazard the guess that first this idea of a new epic style came into classical scholarship 
and then someone found it convenient to apply the name to it. It is also noteworthy 
that in his book on Alexandrian literature he applies the term to some of Theocritus's 
poems but not to the Hecale: A. Couat, Alexandrian Poetry (New York, G. P. Pultnam's 
Sons, 1931), 411. 

'U A. Westermann, BIOrPAOI, Vitarum Scriptores Graeci Minores (Bruinswick, 
1845). The Vitae A pollonii are on pp. 50f. 

'7 Anth. Pal. xi.275. 
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8 Walter Allen, Jr. [1940 

KaXXLAaXos To Ka'ap/ua, Tro raL'yvcov, o V`Xtlos voVS, 
adT'ios, 6 ypa 4cas A"Tla KaXXLta'xov. 

The verses are silly, and the author was more interested in making 
a point than in what the epigram said. I hardly think we need 
doubt that our two poets are the men in question, but the lines can 
stand beside Catullus XLIX as a puzzle for interpretation, for the 
epigram might be no more than a friendly joke. We cannot be 
sure of its real significance unless other material indicates the trend 
our thinking should follow. Certainly we need not be influenced by 
Wilamowitz who says that we are here dealing with another 
Apollonius.'8 If the epigram is malevolent, it means only that 
Apollonius thought poorly of the Aetia, and it does not specify the 
reasons for his disapproval. 

Lines 105-113 of Callimachus's Hymn to Apollo are regularly 
cited: 

o I00vos 'Airo'XXvos 'Er' oviaTa Xaoptos ElrEV 

OvK ayyaAac Tov aoov o'ss 'v6' oaa r6vros aELtEL.a" 

-rov 00vov cW7roXXwv robL T' "Xao-Ev WU6E ' EELTEV- 

"'AaoXovpLov roracioto e&yas poos, a,xxa, 7ra TOW 

Xvl'Aara -y?J KacL 7roXX6v E+ VacTL oa)v#OE7oYv E"XKEl. 

?7ol 6' OVK abro' ravTr6s ivp 4opEovat MEXLaaaL, 

ax Tl 'r S KaOap1 TE KaL aXpaavros avep7rEL 

'LbaKOs it 1EpfiS o6XLzy- Xq,a3s aKpOV aCOTOP." 

XaZpE apvac- o 8E McJttos, 'lV' O 6O6vos, EvOa PEOlTO. 

These lines would never have been considered of true value, how- 
ever, except for the scholium to 106 of this Hymn: OVK cLyaJIat rTv 

aOla6J OS] 'E7KaXEt ala TOVTWv TOVS UKWITOVTLS ayiov A' UvvaaOat rwrtOaL 

,u&Pyc iro&jga, 66Ev E v(ayKaio-07 XiI-at T',v 'EKa'Xfv. Conjecture is natu- 
rally unlimited as to the real meaning of /iEjya roLbua! 

In Argonautica iii.927-947 there is a passage where the crow 
speaks, advising Mopsus. This is supposed to reflect the passage 
in the hymn just quoted, although there is no sure connection. 
Emphasis is laid on iii.932-937: 

" 'AKXElS E66E AagPlS, OS6 ova 6oo- raL8Es YaaLOv 

MrE v6W 4paiaaaoa, 6001VEKEV O"TE -l Xapov 

OVT Epa-Tov KOVP?7 KEV ErOs WpOTl/VOU?)TalTO 

18 U. V. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, "Ueber die Hekale des Kallimachos," Nachr. 
v. d. K. Ges. d. Wissensch. zu Goitingen No. 19 (1893), 746f. 
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77t0lEC, 
EVT' av airv E7r7)Xv6Es 'a rWXXot 

L. 

'ppotr 1 KaKo/IGTL KaKo4pa'Es- o"TE as KGE 

oT' 'aVyaco'L 4torTEs E7rL7rYELovaLv TpwTEs. 

Most interesting, but most open to question, is Suidas's comment 
on the Ibis in his list of Callimachus's works: ̀I,/s3 EcTT 6E lroLflza 

b7rLTErf6EvIE'vov d's 404a)LEaV KaL XOLf5OpLaV, 'ts TLva 'IJ/Lv, -yEvOgEvOV ExOp6v 

KaXXLapXov- r5v 6E o&ros 'A7roXXWvLos o ypa4as ra 'Ap-yovavTKa'. (One 
wonders-if the Ibis was the answer to Apollonius, would there be 
any need of the Hecale?) For the sake of completeness, it is neces- 
sary to quote verse 8 of the little Byzantine poem which may have 
formed a sort of table of contents for a manuscript of Callimachus; 
I give the verse as it was originally published by Richard Reitzen- 
stein: 19 

OYKw7rTw 6' fpr' Apa"is '1fv 'AroXXC'VLOV. 

With this passage we conclude the quotation of all the actual evi- 
dence upon which the hypothesis of the famous quarrel rests. And 
one of the most important parts of this evidence, the Ibis, is open 
to question. 

Not only has the authenticity of the Ibis been quite fairly 
doubted, but even the entire proof for the existence of the quarrel. 
One of the works most frequently cited in connection with the latter 
problem is by Hugo Jurenka.20 Some of his arguments will stand, 
but some are clearly impossible. For instance, he thinks 21 that 
the 'A7roXXwvtov -ypa,,ua4TLKov of A.P. xi.275 is quite definitely not 
Apollonius Rhodius, for he does not believe he could be called a 
grammarian. He thinks Apollonius Dyscolus is meant. In refuta- 
tion I need only cite the passage from Athenaeus iii.72a to show 
that these poets could be referred to in that manner: 'Ort KaXXLgLaxos 
o wypa/4aTtKoS TO j.tPya /3L tXoLov 'ILTOV XyEv Elvat Tw4 meyaLaXq, KaKqJ. I would 
be prepared to agree with his statement 22 that Callimachus's Hymn 
ii.105ff. is not aimed directly at Apollonius but, as the scholiast 
says, at Callimachus's detractors. He believes, as the new papyrus 
would now seem to confirm, that there is a possibilitv that the whole 

19 "Die Inhaltsangabe im Archetypus der Kallimachos-Handschriften," Hermes 
xxvi (1891), 308. 

20 Hugo Jurenka, Quaestiones Criticae (I. De Callimacho A pollonii Rhodii inimico) 
(Wissenschaftliche Abhandlungen Nr. 41, A. Pichler's Witwe & Sohn, Wien und 
Leipzig, 1885), 3-15. 

21 Jurenka, 4-6. 
22 Ibid., 6-8. 
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10 Walter Allen, Jr. [1940 

Ibis citation, which is so important to the history of the quarrel, 
is a later insertion in Suidas. Consequently he maintains 23 that 
Callimachus did not write the Ibis against Apollonius Rhodius but 
against some unknown enemy. Spiro's doubts in regard to the 
quarrel are also frequently mentioned, but they are of no great 
importance.24 

The authenticity of the Ibis has been doubted by Rostagni,25 
who was, however, quite justly attacked for his method by his 
reviewer, A. E. Housman.26 The recent discovery of the diegeseis 
of Callimachus's poems 27 has perhaps lent color to the doubts as 
to the authenticity of the Ibis, for that poem is omitted from the 
list of his works. Vogliano,28 however, in spite of the fact that the 
poem is omitted from this list, does not share Rostagni's opinion 
that the Ibis is pseudo-Callimachean. For our purpose it is not 
necessary to decide at the moment whether the Ibis is authentic or 
not; it is sufficient to observe how inconclusive statements must be 
when they look to the Ibis for confirmatory evidence. 

The weakness of the hypothesis about the quarrel is shown by 
the remarks of Robinson Ellis in which he discusses the passage in 
Suidas about the Ibis: 29 "Huius inimiticiae causa quae fuerit 
nescitur; a plerisque creditur orta ex inuidia quae inter riuales ex 
carminibus prouenerit." Emile Delage is in much the same situa- 
tion-he maintains the existence of the quarrel but feels distressed 
by the vagueness of the evidence.30 Emile Cahen remarks in 
passing in one of his articles that, although it is not his opinion, 
the absence of the Ibis from the newly discovered A07rYi7fELs of 

23 Ibid., 14f. 
24 F. Spiro, " Ricerche alessandrine.-II. Callimaco ed Apollonio," Rendic. d. R. 

Accad. d. Lincei, cl. d. sc. mor., stor. efilol., ser. v, vol. ii (1893), 337-348. 
9 A. Rostagni, Ibis, Storia di un poemetto greco, Contributi alla scienza deli' antichita 

putbblicati da G. de Sanctis e L. Pareti, vol. iii (Florence, Felice le Monnier, 1920), 48-52. 
26 C. R. xxxv (1921), 67f. It is barely worthy of notice, however, that Salvagnius 

was apparently in error when he said that the Ibis was ascribed to Callimachus by 
Clem. Al. Strom. v.8, 50. 

27 M. Norsa e G. Vitelli, AL-qy?RaELs di Poemi di Callimaco in un Papiro di Tebtynis 
(Florence, Ariani, 1934); a more recent and elaborate publication of the same document 
is in Papiri della R. Universita di Milano, vol. I (Milan, Hoepli, 1937), ed. by Achille 
Vogliano (pp. 108-111 give the diegesis of the Hecale, with a commentary on pp. 144f.). 
This papyrus also shows us how many of our ideas were false about the contents and 
structure of the Hecale. 

28 Op. cit. (see note 27), 74. 
29 Robinson Ellis, P. Ovidii Nasonis Ibis (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1881), xxxi. 
30 Emile Delage, Biographie d'Apollonios de Rhodes (Bordeaux, Feret & Fils, 

1930), Ch. iv "La querelle de Callimaque et d' Apollonios." 
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Callimachus may support the thesis that the poem is spurious.3 
Even Heumann says 32 that the whole idea of the quarrel is shaky, 
and he is quite willing to admit 33 that he sees no clear relationship 
between the quarrel and epvllia and that efforts to prove such a 
relationship have failed, with the result that we cannot say that the 
quarrel was the cause of the conception of the epyllion although he 
would believe that the Argonautica was the cause of the quarrel. 

On the other hand, the discovery of the prologue to the Aetia 
furnishes a document 34 which does show that Callimachus was in- 
volved in at least one violent literary quarrel, thus confirming the 
scholium to the Hymn to Apollo on the point of the plurality of 
enemies. It arouses a suspicion, moreover, that the statement in 
Suidas about the Ibis, if not an insertion, is only another example 
of the tendency of later students to prefer to make statements about 
well-known writers and to fill in blanks in their facts with the names 
of famous authors; the name of Apollonius may be in that passage 
simply because of his fame. 

31 Emile Cahen, "L'aeuvre poetique de Callimaque: documents nouveaux," Revue 
des Etudes Grecques XLVIII (1935), 319. 

32 Heumann, p. 12, note 2. 
33 Heumann, 12-21, especially 21. 
34 A. S. Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri xvii (London, Egyptian Exploration 

Society, 1927), no. 2079, Callimachus, Aetia, Prologue: 

vss. 1-6 
[viv be r]o I.AOt TeXXZVes E7rLTpvvovatv a[ELKES (?) 

[vPlEJS O'i MovarlS OVK YEvPOPTO 4U)LXOL, 

[EIVEKE]V OvX ev' a5etaOa &7PEKES, A7 O3aatX[flas 
[KXflT]as, e' 7roXXaTs vovaa XLXtLautv, 

[ri apxaJltovs rpwas, eros 6 E7rL TTvroP iX[Laac 
[7rais ar]E rTCo ' erTev &EKa'[S] OUK O6X&y7. 

vss. 17-28 

[Ee)ere, J3awKavt7s XoSOv yEvoT, aVO &E rEXvP7 
[KPIMETE, IA' axoLvq) Hepcl& Tr'Pj coo'rv, 

[/An'' a'7r' e,uAeu &OELTe /A4E-ya {,ooceo]vaav diot&)v 
[TLKT,Eaat ,l3povTav 5' OVK e,o6v, aXX]'a ALO'S. 

[Kal yap 6Tje 7rp[&] ta[ro]v E'otS Ebri hEXrov E'OKa 
[-yobvaatv,] 'A7r[6]XXcw dErel' o LAot AVKLOS' 

[ ' 
eoP a'/A]/ALP, aoLSe, To ,uev / vos o'TT 7raXtLTop 

[Soivat, T]p uovOaap S', w -yaOe, XE7rraXbv. 

[7rpo's e ae] Kat roS' adpcoya, T'a /2 7rareovatL ad/atat 
[raT aTElE3e]P, ETepcwp LXlta /A' Ka' o,ua' 

[314pov EX]av /A775' oE,uop apa irXarbv aXXa KEXEbOOVS 

[KatLorepJas EL KaeL ore[L]vorEpflP EXaaets. 

Cf. the scholia to the Aetia published as no. 1219 in Papiri greci e latini XI (Florence, 
Ariani, 1935). 
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12 Walter Allen, Jr. [1940 

Even if someone should manage to demonstrate a quarrel be- 
tween Apollonius and Callimachus, it would still remain to be 
proved that its cause was literary. It is known that Callimachus 
quarreled with other people about literature, but the only literary 
point in their quarrel we can be reasonably sure of is the question 
of length; and there we must have faith in a scholiast who is not 
very clear, viz., the gentleman who called the Hecale a mu'-ya 7roLmua. 
The remarks about literature in the prologue to the Aetia would 
certainly not justify our regarding the Hecale as a polemical mani- 
festo. Likewise, even if we should grant that there was a dispute 
of some sort between Callimachus and Apollonius, we would 
immediately run into difficulties because we have little idea of the 
relative chronology of the poems in question. For instance, Emile 
Cahen in his Bud6 edition of Callimachus 35 says that the Hecale is 
earlier than the quarrel about the Argonautica. 

We have now found that both the origin of the name and the 
direct cause of this literary type are entirely unknown, with the 
result that we can regard the type as defined only if it has clear-cut 
characteristics. 

III. CHARACTERISTICS ASCRIBED TO EPYLLIA 

It could be justly objected to the preceding arguments that it 
might be fair to use the term "epyllion ", of modern invention 
though it be, to group together a number of poems which resemble 
each other and for which we can discover no ancient classification. 
In such an approach we must recognize that we should be guilty 
of falsification since the persistent use of a term gives it a halo of 
authenticity. But I think we hardly need be distressed by this 
potential falsification since I believe it to be demonstrable that 
scholarship has not yet proved these poems to possess sufficient or 
real characteristics in common. Since the whole existence of the 
epyllion stands or falls by the proof of mutual characteristics, I feel 
we should be most critical and exacting in this respect. Heumann, 
op. cit. (see note 7), 44, is willing to admit defeat in advance: 
"Deinde maxime dolendum est propter parvum exemplorum 
numerum fieri non posse, ut aut epyllia accuratius ab aliis poesis 
generibus segregemus aut gradus processusque epylliorum ipsius 
generis subtilius definiamus." 

35 (Paris, Societe d'Edition "Les Belles Lettres," 1922), 147; cf. Heumann, 17f., 
22, on the relative chronology of the poems and the quarrel and on the fact that there 
may have been epyllia before the quarrel. 
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Of the five authorities listed in footnote 7 none mentions any 
of the others, but they are all in fair agreement about the charac- 
teristics of the epyllion except as each is carried away by his enthu- 
siasm for one phase or another. For our purpose, then, it will be 
sufficient to give references only to the studies of Miss Crump and 
Professor Jackson,36 since their work is the more accessible, and to 
refer to the others when they present a singularity worthy of notice. 
As was remarked above, the only valuable article on the subject is 
"The Latin Epyllion ", by Professor C. N. Jackson. Professor 
Jackson really agrees with me that the type does not exist, and he 
might well have taken the final step which his evidence urges, a 
statement that the form is spurious. Although I believe that it is 
almost impossible to analyze literary characteristics with enough 
exactness to define a genre, we must nevertheless make the effort, 
since in this instance the very existence of the type depends upon its 
characteristics. 

The origin of the name, in several writers on the subject, is 
discussed and recognized as modern; 37 it should be noted, however, 
that it is suggested that the Greeks called such a poem an 'Eros or 
7roT0L7/LTaov.38 This suggestion is made because, if there was such a 
type of poetry recognized by the ancients, they must have had 
some way of referring to it. This name apparently rests only upon 
the authority of the scholium on Callimachus's hymn which speaks 

36 C. N. Jackson, "The Latin Epyllion," H.S.C.P. XXIV (1913), 37-50; M. Marjorie 
Crump, The Epyllion from Theocritus to Ovid (Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1931). These 
works will hereafter be cited only by the authors' names. 

As a curious example of the more recent type of scholarship on this subject we 
may examine Emile Cahen, Callimaque et son oeuvre poetique (Bibliotheque des 6coles 
fran;aises d'Athenes et de Rome, fasc. 134, Paris, E. de Boccard, 1929). He gays 
(pp. 39f.) that one should be most guarded in treating the quarrels of Callimachus, and 
he agrees (pp. 57-59, esp. p. 57, note 2) that there is almost no evidence for the Calli- 
machus-Apollonius quarrel. He likewise agrees that Theocritus's poems are not really 
of the type (p. 308), and he is not clear as to whether there really were any predecessors 
to the Hecale (pp. 307-309). He also says that the Hecale antedates the quarrel with 
Apollonius (pp. 41, 61) and that chronology is against the poem's being an answer to 
Apollonius. It is further interesting to note that he speaks of the poem as an heroic 
idyll (p. 183), another term which is of dubious provenance, and he also says (pp. 183, 
309) that it is an aition in epic verse. How then is anything left of the epyllion 
classification? 

37 Jackson, 38f.; Heumann, 7. 
38 Jackson, 39; Heumann, 7. In the 7repi iovs xxxiii.5 the term 7rofl-ia,roP is 

used of a poem we believe was an elegy, Eratosthenes's Erigone; Plutarch Cicero ii.3 
relates that Cicero in his youth wrote a 7rotqpa,drtov, called Pontius Glaucus. in tetrameter 
verse. 
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14 Walter Allen, Jr. [1940 

of a root,ia.39 It is further suggested that the ancient reading 
public, as well as the authors, recognized and understood the con- 
ventions which were followed in writing epyllia.A8 Consequently 
we should have no difficulty in doing the same. 

In the first place the epyllion is said to be a mutation of the 
grand Homeric epic, which contains within itself almost all forms 
of objective narrative poetry.40 Its style is to be distinguished 
from the Homeric by being more descriptive than narrative.40 
In many ways this would be true even of the Homeric epic, and it 
is certainly difficult to perceive the exact moment when a poem 
could be called more descriptive than narrative. It is, however, 
recognized that some poems listed in this group are more narrative 
than descriptive, and that in them the descriptive passages are 
merely ornament.41 It is also pointed out that the dramatic ele- 
ment is often introduced, and that long speeches are frequently 
used.42 The conclusion, I suppose, is that the style of an epyllion 
can be, in the main, either descriptive, narrative, or dramatic. 

As is to be expected, the epyllion naturally preserved some of 
the appearance of epic poetry and epic style. It drew its subject- 
matter from the same general field and treated it in much the same 
way. But its brevity, since the length of a book of Homer would 
constitute the extreme in length,43 prevented the epic sweep of 
conception and expression. For the most part, it is declared, the 
epyllic poets favored romantic stories, so that we may believe that 
there are two types of epyllia, the heroic and the romantic.44 This 
sort of analysis appears satisfactory until we remember that none 
of the Greek poems can properly be said to deal with unrequited 
love and that Catullus I,xiv is the only Latin epvllion which does, 
since the Ciris is quite definitely a metamorphosis. Regarding the 
Culex as a parody, we then find that each of these Latin poems has 

39 The Hecale is called an `7ros in the epigram by Crinagoras (A.P. Ix.545) and a 
7rol'jua bv the Etym. Mag. s.O. 'EKAAH. 

40 Jackson, 38. 
41 Crump, 22. 
42 Crump, 22. Cf. S. E. Bassett, The Poetry of Homer (Berkeley, University of 

California Press, 1938), Chapter III, where Professor Bassett has demonstrated that 
these dramatic qualities are peculiarly characteristic of the Homeric epic. 

43 Jackson, 40; Crump, 22. 
44 Jackson, 40; Crumrp, 22. We must regard as absurd the discovery that the 

Greek epyllion has three stages (Crump, 40): epic idyll, Hecale, work of Euphorion; 
that the Latin epyllion also has three periods: Catullus, Vergil and Gallus, and the 
Augustans (Metamorphoses of Ovid); and that both Latin and Greek epyllia have two 
types (Crump, 48): idyllic and narrative. 
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its own classification. We must also disregard the evidence which 
is usually drawn from the titles of lost poems or from poems pre- 
served only in fragments, since we cannot be sure of their genre 
when we lack their text. 

It is generally said that the authors of epyllia preferred to write 
about epic heroes or heroines, sometimes using a whole story, some- 
times merely an incident, with a marked preference for the obscure.45 
This tendency is clear, however, only in the introduction to the 
Ciris, where the author indicates that he is going to tell the correct 
version of the story. Such an attitude is just as characteristic 
of the Pindaric ode as it is of epyllia, and is also seen in the spirit 
which led Callimachus to his aetiological studies. The story of the 
Ciris, moreover, was told in practically the same way in the Meta- 
morphoses of Parthenius, as we are informed by a scholium on verse 
420 of Dionysius Periegetes, which is a good indication of the 
genre to which the Ciris belongs. 

It is also set up as a characteristic that the poets not only fre- 
quently used love stories but also emphasized the heroines and 
gave a romantic and sentimental note to their poems.46 That may 
be true of the Europa alone in Greek, and the Ciris and Catullus 
LXIV in Latin, but of none of the other poems; and we are shown by 
May's work 47 that Alexandrian tones in the descriptions of the 
maidens in love are not peculiar to epyllia. Many of the state- 
ments about the love element in Latin epyllia doubtless arise from 
the work of Parthenius, who is modernly regarded as furnishing 
themes for Gallus's "epyllia." It is worth a moment to lay this 
ghost. In antiquity Parthenius was primarilv known as a writer of 
elegies. Suidas describes Parthenius as EXXeyetoroto'S Kact AIETpCv 
b&awpw' 77o7-r'trs; also he says E"ypaw/ U EXeyELas, 'A4po6tLr7v, 'Ap7mT77S 
E7rtK?7SELOV rqS tya/ET?s, 'Apr1T)s &#YKC.,A1OV (V TPL-L f3LfXALOLS KaL aXXa 7roXXa. 

It is likewise valuable to cite from the preface to his HEpt' 'Epco- 
T7LK&V HaG-qAagcwv: MaLta7a O0t OK&.V apluorreLv, KopvrXLe TahXXe, r'v 
aiOpoCwLv rCov EpwrWTLKC.V 7raG-q6ua-cv, avaXEtA6wEvos Cos 07 /uadXL7a Ev /paXv- 
TATOLS alrEoT-aXKa. 7-a yap 7rapa' TLOL TC)V 7rOL)T&OV KfL/ueVa TOVTX)V, ,u7 
avTmOEX&,s XEXE7y/ueva, Karavo?7oEs EK TCL)V8E ra 7rXEo -ra- awrcy rc aot rapErTat 
ELs e7r-7 KaL EXeyELas avayEav ra /uaXLuoTa et avrcwv apAo68ta. Here there 
is no mention of epyllia, nor are the poems termed 7romAArLa. When 

45 Crump, 22. 
46 Jackson, 41, 46-50; Crump, 22, cf. 49, 102. 
47 See discussion and references in note 9. 
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16 Walter Allen, Jr. [1940 

Parthenius talks of elegy and epic in the same breath, he gives us a 
real clue: the Romans could write about the same subjects in either 
meter. Thus epyllia may be elegies in epic verse, for the erotic 
certainly belongs in elegy; and they are clear examples of the 
Alexandrian fondness for mixed genera. 

It is well recognized by our modern authorities that the epyllia 
are results of the Ale:andrian liking for mixed literary types, so 
that each epyllion is likely to be a composite of at least two genres. 
Consequently, in addition to the epic qualities, there are elements 
of the idyll, pastoral, elegy, epithalamium, lyric, drama, and 
metamorphosis.48 While this is admirable literary criticism of the 
poems under consideration, it seems hardly just to say that poems 
should be grouped together under a specific name since they have 
the point in common that they are each a mixture of different 
types of poetry in different proportions.49 When we remember the 
number of poems we have to deal with, there geems to be greater 
success in pointing out differences than resemblances and we find 
that each, according to this analysis, belongs in a group by itself. 

The resemblances between elegy and the epyllion are so striking 
that scholars have felt compelled to try to differentiate them. The 
only differences which could be discovered are the meter and the 
style.50 Thus the analysis of the common conventions by which 
the ancients would be able to distinguish the epyllion from other 
types of poetry comes down simply to the epic meter and the epic 
manner. The epic manner in Latin epyllia is characterized by the 
invocation at the beginning (which is present in two of the Latin 
poems and none of the Greek), catalogues, similes, supernatural 
machinery, descriptions of Hades, etc.5" There is also the descrip- 
tion of a character in a given situation, r1ioiroda; 52 but Aristotle 5 
allotted about the same quality to tragedy. The style of epyllia 
is said to be "formal, allusive, learned. The language and atmos- 
phere are more homely than those of grand epic, and a graceful 
use of realism gives great charm to the work of some poets." " 
And the general conclusions are that, "in the later epyllion, the 

48 Jackson, 41f- 
49 Jackson, 42, "The Latin epyllion, therefore, is a composite poem." 
60 Jackson, 43; Heumann, 6f. 
51 Jackson, 44. 
52 Jackson, 45. 
53 Aristotle Poetics vI.1450b, 8-13; xv. 
54 Crump, 24. 
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picturesque elements tend to become still more subordinate to the 
narrative or to disappear completely; that the combination of main 
subject and digression is regularly introduced; that the subject is 
usually a love romance; and that there is a tendency to prefer the 
morbidly sensational type of story." 55 So we see that the emphasis 
upon epic meter and epic manner as conspicuous qualities is un- 
doubtedly sound, but that they are not enough to demonstrate a 
separate genre which must be termed the epyllion. 

Efforts to distinguish the epyllion from the narrative hymn on 
the theory that a hymn deals with the gods and the epyllion with 
human beings,56 are naturally complete failures.57 Certainly no 
such distinction prevailed in the ancient world, and I doubt if 
the average educated reader could ever recognize such an artificial 
difference. 

The digression is also set up as a sure means by which one can 
recognize an epyllion,58 although the digressions are not generally 
apparent in the Greek poems and such a vital characteristic ought 
to be present in the poems which set the type. Unfortunately we 
know little of the history of the literary digression, which seems 
also to be characteristic of Homeric epics, Homeric Hymns, Pindaric 
odes, etc. It is naturally to be granted that there are striking 
digressions in two of the Latin poems and one of the Greek 
(Theocritus xxv), but we need more widespread and clearer charac- 
teristics which all the poems have in common. 

55 Ibid., 38. 
56 Ibid., 22f. 
57 Arthur Ludwich, Homerischer Hymnenbau nebst seinen Nachahmungen bei 

Kallimachos, Theokrit, Vergil, Nonnos uend Anderen (Leipzig, S. Hirzel, 1908). On 
p. 149, note 1, he refers to Homeric Hymn to Apollo 160 to prove that hymns were 
composed to heroes and heroines as well as to gods and goddesses. (Cf. also H.H. xv 
ELI 'HpaKXka XevroI'v/uop.) He also, in an extreme fashion, stresses (pp. 149-151) the 
closeness of Theocritus XXIV and xxv to the Homeric Hymns. The same trend of 
thought is to be found in the article on Hymnos in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, R.-E. 
(Wtinsch), ixl.156ff.; for melic hymns cf. 158-162; col. 166 declares that Theocritus 
xxiv would be a hymn if it had the formulaic beginning and ending. T. W. Allen, 
W. R. Halliday, E. E. Sikes, The Homeric Hymns2 (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1936), 
lxxxiii-xcv "The Nature of the Homeric Hymns," are excellent on the question of the 
variety of hymns. I would thus say that the only way to tell a hymn is by its formal 
beginning and ending, and I should think that a purely literary hymn could lack even 
these. On p. 224 they also refer to the Homeric Hymn to Apollo 160, which they say 
refers to those strange creatures, the "melic hvmns." What the Alexandrians could 
do in mixing forms is shown by Callimachus Hymn v, which is in elegiac meter. 

58 Crump, 23. 
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I think the only significant fact about the use of the digression 
is to show how clearly poetry was influenced by rhetoric. The 
importance of the digression is well appreciated by Theodore C. 
Burgess,59 who says: "The EKopao-s is a description of persons, 
things, places, seasons, events, strange living objects, etc. It is 
conceded by all that 'Kkpao-ts is involved to some extent in all of the 
other forms of 7rpoyvuva6o-ara, especially in the oVYKpLLoLs and &"IKC0/ILOV, 

yet its claim to a separate place is maintained; compare Hermogenes, 
Georgius, Nicolaus. That the C',K paaat is useful in all forms of 
oratory, but is especially adapted to history (Theon, II, 60, 20) and 
poetry, is distinctly stated by the rhetoricians. Their citations of 
examples are largely from these two divisions of literature, e.g., 
Homer's description of Thersites, of the shield of Achilles; Thucy- 
dides' VVKTLIaXtca, or his description of the harbor of the Thespro- 
tians." One is quite willing to grant that the Ciris, and especially 
Catullus LxiV,60 are of unusual construction, but this characteristic 
does not seem to be a peculiarity of a literary type. 

As matters stand, one can almost say that no two of these 
poems have any one characteristic in common unless it be some 
characteristic which is so general that it is shared by a large portion 
of ancient poetry. 

Although I trust I have adequately demonstrated the perils of 
believing in the epyllion as a type, it is necessary to treat in detail 
one point more, the question of the length of the poems. It is often 
set up as a criterion that the epyllion is about one book long, pre- 
sumably a book of Homer. The relative lengths of the extant 
poems are: Theocritus xiii, 75; Theocritus xxiv, 140; 61 Theocritus 
xxv, 281; Moschus ii, 166 (incomplete); Bion, Achilles, 32 (incom- 
plete); Culex, 414; Ciris, 541; Catullus LXIV, 408. It would seem 
that an average book of Homer would be 500 to 650 verses long. 
Onlv one of the poems, and that a later one, approximates this 
ideal. If the length were a true criterion, it should especially be 

"Theodore C. Burgess, Epideictic Literature (Chicago, University of Chicago 
Press, 1902), 200; cf. H. V. Canter, "Digressio in the Orations of Cicero," A.J.P. LII 

(1931), 351-361. 
co Cf. Wilhelm Kroll, C. Valerius Catullus (Leipzig, Teubner, 1923), 140-143; 

Clyde Murley, "The Structure and Proportion of Catullus LXIV," T.A.P.A. LXVIII 

(1937), 305-317. 
61 That this number should be increased by some thirty verses is shown by A. S. 

Hunt and T. Johnson, Two Theocritts Papyri (London, Egyptian Exploration Society, 
1930), 23f. 
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present in the early poems which are claimed to have established 
the literary type. It is worth our while to digress a little here, for 
we can shed some definite light upon the question of the proper 
length of different kinds of poems-" proper" in the eyes of the 
ancients-which is a question much more easily raised than 
answered. 

It is quite right to say that in ancient times there was dispute 
about the proper length of epic poems. There is great error, how- 
ever, in thinking that this dispute began with Callimachus and 
Apollonius, or even in implying that it began with them. At the 
risk of retracing familiar ground I wish to quote some passages from 
Aristotle's Poetics which demonstrate that the dispute was in full 
force in his day, and which suggest that it may have begun earlier 
than his time.62 Back of the question of the proper length of a 
poem lurks the idea of progress, the concept that there is a true 
form or Platonic idea to which a literary type may aspire and which 
it may hope to approximate. This sentiment is implied by a 
passage in Aristotle on tragedy-tragedy has reached its peak and 
has no future except to try to repeat its successes: TO' EV oVv f7rL0KKO7WEV 

ap'EXEL 1)a? 7 rpayw,5La TOlS e'l'&wlp L'KaV-S X oV, ar6 mE KaO acVTrO KpLvaL Kal 

rpos 'a OarTpa, 'a\Xos XoXyos. . . ,ULLKpOV V w7poa7yvcov ouov 
,yLbyvEro avEpo6v a1'rcr Kacl roXXas /uera,oX&as ETraf3aXovi3ca 77 TpaycwaLa 

EWravocaTO, Eird EfXE Tva1V acTtS 0Vf>. 
In epic poetry, on the other hand, Aristotle seems to think there 

is still some possibility for improvement, and he gives clear indica- 
tion of polemical theorizing on the subject: Ata4Eppelt KaTa re m is 
vo-TraewOsr TO /I?KOS ro ieotLLa Kal TO ppov. TOV3 A'V O'V 1KOVS OpOOS lKavoS 

P Eip7/W'vOs c5vaeaYL 'y&p 6e^ avvop6o-Oat nmV apXnv Kal rTO rXos. &lI 6' 

62 That the question of the length of the poems was earlier than Aristotle is shown 
by Vitruvius De Architectura v. Praef. 3-4 . " Etiamque Pythagorae quique eius 
haeresim fuerunt secuti, placuit cybicis rationibus praecepta in voluminibus scribere, 
constitueruntque cybum CCXVI versus eosque non plus tres in una conscriptione 
oportere esse putaverunt. Cybus autem est corpus ex lateribus aequali latitudine 
planitiarum perquadratum. Is cum est iactus, quam in partem incubuit, dum est 
intactus, inmotam habet stabilitatem, uti sunt etiam tesserae quas in alveo ludentes 
iaciunt. Hanc autem similitudinem ex eo sumpsisse videntur, quod is numerus ver- 
suum, uti cybus, in quemcumque sensum insederit, inmotam efficiat ibi memoriae 
stabilitatem. Graeci quoque poetae comici interponentes e choro canticum diviserunt 
spatia fabularum. Ita partes cybica ratione facientes intercapedinibus levant actorum 
pronuntiationes." The number given in this text is, of course, the cube of six, one of 
the "perfect" numbers, but it is an emendation. Three times the amount comes to 
648. 

63 Poetics iv.1449a, 7-15. 
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av TroUTo, el TCov A(-v fapXatwv eXaTrrovs at vavras ELev, 7rpo's BE To 'XOos 

rpa,yW5tCov rcov Et's yav aKpoatv 'TLOE/Evcov 7rapi)KoLEv.64 It is unfor- 
tunately impossible to tell from this passage whether he meant 
that the length of an epic should equal that of three tragedies or 
of three tragedies plus a satyr play. Whichever he meant, the 
direction his thinking was taking is perfectly apparent-he favored 
brevity. In the Loeb Library edition of Aristotle's Poetics, W. 
Hamilton Fyfe has the following note to this passage: "'Entertain- 
ment' must mean a festival. At the City Dionysia three poets 
competed, each with three tragedies. By the end of the fifth 
century only one Satyr play was performed at each festival. But 
the tragedies were longer than those we possess. It is therefore 
likely that the nine tragedies together with one Satyr play amounted 
to about 15,000 lines. The Iliad contains between 16,000 and 
17,000 lines." 65 I would say the point is more truly seen by 
Lane Cooper: "Say, 3500-4000 lines in all; the Orestean Trilogy of 
Aeschylus runs to 3795." 66 Chapter XXVI of the Poetics supports 
Cooper, for there Aristotle clearly says that tragedy has a point 
over epic in that it is shorter.67 

It is then of the utmost importance to notice that there are 
5,835 lines in the Argonautica. Thus we are led to consider that, 
although the Alexandrians speak of Homer in their literary dis- 
cussions, they were really more influenced by the Aristotelian view 
of epic than by Homer himself. It would be rewarding to pursue 
this subject, for which a beginning has been made by Ludwig 
Adam.68 

64 Poetics xxiv.1459b, 17-22. 
6 W. Hamilton Fyfe (New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1932), 118. 
66 Lane Cooper, Aristotle on the Art of Poetry (New York, Ginn and Co., 1913), 80. 
17 We have here some signs that in Aristotle's day there was already argumentative 

literary theorizing on the question of the length of a literary work (Poetics xxvi.1462a 
14-1462b 11): "EWeLTa &6oTt iravT' exeL oaiarep 7) ilrolroLLa (Kai -yap TCf /ITp eQ60OL 

XprtaOaL), KaLL ETt OV /ILKpO'V IAEPOS T27V /IOVOLKI7V Kal TaS 6o16eLS, bL' 's aL 'bova' aOvvLOOvTaL 

fvap-yfcTTaTaL eTa KaL T6 Eivapyes eXEL Kai ev T aiva-yvcoaeL Kal e7rl TCOV ip-ywPv 'eL To 

ev eXLLTTOV-L /.'KeL T6 TeXoS ris luyaL,oEcos eLva- (ro yap &OpocoTrepov riI&ov j roXx4 

KEKpa.46VoV Tgp xpovq.w, XE'ycW 6' OLOV L TLs TOy Oi8rov v OE' 76V XOOOKXiOVS ev f'7rlEOLV OGo-OLS 

'IXaS)- lTL TTrrov /la n' uLJ,u77CLs j Tcov EbrOrotrov (MOIACTov 8e, eK -yap o6roLacoovp /AL/naewOs 

rXELovS Tpa-ywLf8aL 7yLYVOVTa) &OTaE eav /4v eva 1vOov 7roLCoaLv, i I3paXews 8ELKVVU/lfVOV 

luhovpov 4aLvEoOaL, i' d'KOXovOoOvra TcL TOl IAETPOV /.L7KIR vLapslcLp. XiyW 3e OLOV eav eK 7rXIELOVWV 

rpadeCWV 
' 

O-VyKeL/.Li V-, doa7rep 7) IXta's EXeL iroXXdL TOLaLTa /IIp)7) Kai 7t 'Obaa0ea, KaCl KaC' 

e&VTd eiXeL /LiyeOOS KaLLTOL raOTa Ta iroti.aTa avvEO-T-KEV W's eV8EXETaL CL a'aTa KaCL OTL 

IALLaXTa ,lLaLs rpd,EwLs /u7lacS. 

68 Ludwig Adam, Die Aristotelische Theorie vom Epos nach ihrer Entwicklung bei 
Griechen u. Rbmern (Wiesbaden, Limbarth, 1889). 
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On this point of length it may be now necessary for us to revise 
our thinking. The question is raised as to whether by " long epic " 
the Homeric or the Aristotelian epic would be meant. What also 
did the scholiast mean when he called the Hecale a long poem? 
Wherein do modern scholars find the difference in length between 
the individual works of Apollonius and of Callimachus? For our 
present purpose I have perhaps done enough if I have shown how 
much work remains to be done in investigating the lengths of 
ancient books of verse before we can say anything at all positive 
about ancient opinions on the subject. 

One further remark remains to be made on the authorities' 
point that the epyllia would each be about the length of a book of 
Homer. In the first place the length of the books of Homer differs 
considerably in our modern texts. There is also the factor that the 
length of the epics varied before the vulgate text was established,69 
so that it would seem that the length of the books must have varied 
in antiquity from our now generally accepted lengths. 

It has also always been supposed that there is some relationship 
between the length of books of poetry and the length of ancient 
rolls. In the case of Catullus LXIV, that poem was probably pub- 
lished as a monobiblos, in a separate roll. At least, so A. L. Wheeler 
thought,70 citing as evidence the fact that Crinagoras sent a copy 
of the Hecale to Marcellus (A.P. ix.545), and that in Catullus xcv 
there is an allusion to the independent publication of Cinna's 
Zmyrna. He also points out 1' that Catullus LXI-LXIV form a 
clearly marked unit of 797 lines. It is worth mentioning that if 
Catullus LXIV was published in a codex, which is not completely 
impossible, it would really have been of only the size of a very small 
pamphlet. Surely ancient writers must have taken into considera- 
tion, as we do, the form in which their works were to be published. 

The classic passage on the subject is, of course, by Birt: " Im 
Durchschnitt genommen war das Gedichtbuch halb so gross als das 
Prosabuch. Es hdlt sich meistens zwischen 700 und 1100 Zeilen; 
nur ausnahmsweise geht es bis 500 herab. Sein Maximum von 1100 
Zeilen ist unverletzlich. Der Zahl Tausend wurde darum typische 
Geltung zu Theil, und Martial meint nichts als ein 6Xov' #3qX1ov, wenn 

69 T. W. Allen, Homer, the Origins and the Transmission (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 
1924), Ch. xiii on the origin of the vulgate. 

70 A. L. Wheeler, Catullus and the Traditions of Ancient Poetry (Berkeley, University 
of California Press, 1934), 23. 

71 Op. cit. (see note 70), 18f. 
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er sagt ut mille versibus Baias laudem (xi.80); ebendaher wahlte 
noch Tzetzes den Titel XAX66ies; aber schon Euphorion dichtete fiunf 
Bucher desselben Titels XAtXbes, und dieser ist von Meineke mit 
Wahrscheinlichkeit eben auf die Verszahl gedeutet worden. Rech- 
nen wir nach dem Vorbild des Bankesianischen Homer 43 Zeilen 
auf die Columne, so hielt also das Poesiebuch 26 Seiten im Maxi- 
mum. Sehr beliebt waren aber die Biucher zu nur 700 Versen; sie 
hielten sogar nur 16 Seiten. Daher heisst das Poesiebuch im 
Gegensatz zum Prosabuch vorzugsweise libellus." 72 "Bei allen 
uibrigen Dichtern herrscht aber die Zahl Tausend als Maximum 
(ausser Lucan ix); die beliebteste Gr6sse liegt zwischen 700 und 
799 Versen (44 Rollen); ihr steht die zwischen 800 und 899 am 
nachsten (33 Rollen)." 73 Anything less than 700 verses was con- 
sidered very small indeed.74 Birt agrees that epyllia were published 
as separate books,75 and he also then proceeds to suggest a relation- 
ship between the division of the Homeric epics into rolls and the 
length of the epyllion.76 

The variation in the length of the extant epyllia is so great that, 
under the circumstances, I do not see how it has any value whatso- 
ever as an exact criterion. The only Greek one which might have 
been published separately is the Hecale, and it is all but impossible 
to demonstrate anything about that poem. None of the other 
epyllia, moreover, comes anywhere near being long enough. 

Kenyon's investigations of the papyrus roll, more recent than 
Birt's, are very useful, and his work will help us to picture more 
exactly what this sort of poem would look like in its published form: 
"It may be taken, therefore, as established by experience that a 
papyrus sheet intended for a roll on which a work of Greek literature 
might be inscribed rarely, if ever, exceeded 13 X 9 inches, while 
something like 10 X 7' would be more common for a book of 
moderate pretensions. On the other hand, pocket volumes of 
poetry might be of much less height." 77 "The British Museum 
Odyssey papyrus, already referred to as the handsomest specimen 
of Greek book-production, would have required 7 feet if it con- 

72 Th. Birt, Das Antike Buchwesen (Berlin, Wilhelm Hertz, 1882), 291. 
73 Op. cit. (see note 72), 293. 
4 Op. cit., 295. 

75 Op. cit., 409--412. 
76 Op. cit., 468, note 1. 
77 Frederic G. Kenyon, Books antd Readers in An?cientt Greece antd Rome (Oxford, 

Clarendon Press, 1932), 49. 
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tained only Book iii, or 21 feet if it originally included Books i-III. 
The Bacchylides Papyrus now measures about 15 feet, but we do 
not know how much is missing; and the same is the case with the 
papyrus of Herodas, of which the surviving portion measures 142 
feet, with a height of only 5 inches." 78 "Two or three books of the 
Iliad were as much as an ordinary roll could contain; a papyrus of 
20 feet in the British Museum, of good average quality, contains 
the last two books." 79 

In speaking of the Homeric epics, which he believes were in 
written form, possibly, even at the time of composition, Kenyon 
says: ". . . the natural presumption is that the twenty-four books 
of the Iliad represent a stage in its history when it occupied twenty- 
four rolls. When this division was made is unknown; but it may 
be worth observing that this theory of its origin would appear to 
point to a date earlier than the Alexandrian age. From that age 
we possess a number of specimens of Homeric manuscripts, and 
it is clear that a normal roll could easily accommodate two books 
of the Iliad. It would seem, therefore, that the division into 
twenty-four books may go back to a period when rolls were shorter 
or handwritings larger." 80 

These statements show how foolish it is to think that the 
Alexandrians modeled their poems on a single book of Homer, for 
they would most likely be accustomed to seeing him in units of 
two books. Thus one might suppose that the epyllion ought to 
be as long as two books of Homer, but we have no evidence that 
such was ever the case. 

And so we find that there is no group of characteristics which 
would have induced ancient, or should induce modern, readers to 
place these poems in a single and separate category. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper I am unable to determine the issue of just what 

the ancients thought these poems were; but since I have been at 
78 Op. cit. (see note 77), 52. 
79 Op. cit., 62. Hence we see how Birt got his idea that the Hecale had 1000 lines: 

Birt, op. cit. (see note 72), 297, and 291, note 2. 
80 Op. cit., 16f.; cf. 15. Very similar remarks are made in Sir Frederic Kenyon, 

"The Papyrus Book," The Library (Transactions of the Bibliographical Society) Ser. Iv, 
vol. vii (1926-27), 121-135; and in Frederic G. Kenyon, Ancient Books and Modern 
Discoveries (Chicago, The Caxton Club, 1927), Chapter iv. Although there is no 
more information in this last book than in the others previously cited, it should be 
mentioned because it gives the reader such a fine idea of what ancient books were like 
and it has especially good plates. 
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such pains to destroy what other people say about them, it is 
natural to suppose I have some suggestions of my own, which it is 
only right that I should briefly propound. I feel that we have no 
means at present of discovering the precise nature of these poems, 
but there are certain facts upon which theories might justly be 
established. 

It is clear that most scholars have at great length described 
characteristics for these poems which fit, usually, only the Ciris and 
Catullus LXiv and not much of anything else. There is nothing to 
show that the ancients regarded any two of these poems as belonging 
to the same literary classification, nor has the whole lot of them 
any striking peculiarities in common. This dissimilarity among 
the actual characteristics of the poems is very suggestive, as is 
the feeling, which any reader experiences, that the poems are some- 
how similar. If we remember that the Alexandrians and the 
Romans who followed them were fond of mixed literary genera, 
might not these poems be, as was mentioned above, regarded as a 
mixture of types, and a mixture not always compounded in the 
same proportions? 

For instance, it is admitted that epyllion and elegy are indistin- 
guishable except for epic meter and epic manner. The elegy under 
consideration in this connection is the narrative elegy which was 
strongly influenced by "Lehrgedicht" and Hesiodic poetry,8' which 
itself was a sort of revolt against the long Homeric epic. This type 
of elegy, transferred into epic verse, might be what has been called 
the epyllion. The idea of a composite genre, as Jackson suggested, 
would help to explain the fact that Catullus LXIV is an epithalamium 
and the Ciris a metamorphosis, since they are both subjects which 
could appropriately be treated in elegiac verse. Doubtless this 
vagueness as to meters caused difficulty in classification in antiquitv, 
e.g., Aristotle's precept in Poetics i.1447b, 13-16, the passage in 
which he advised against classifying poets by their meters rather 
than by their types of imitation. 

The Metamorphoses of Ovid, since they resemble the poems in 
question, have also come in to complicate the situation because it 

81 Emile Cahen, op. Cit. (see note 36), 299-306; Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, R.-E. xxiv 
s.v. "Lehrgedicht" (W. Kroll); Erich Reitzenstein, "Zur Stiltheorie des Kallimachos," 
Festschrift Richard Reitzenstein (Leipzig, Teubner, 1931), 23-69, especially "II. Hesiod 
als Vorbild des Epikers," 41-52. 
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has been suggested by Georges Lafaye 82 that they can be called a 
series of epyllia. This is obviously impossible because it has always 
been insisted that an epyllion should be a completely separate 
poem, not part of a longer one. Lafaye comes nearer to the truth 
when he suggests that in many respects the Metamorphoses were 
probably inspired by the Aetia of Callimachus.83 Richard Heinze 
comes closest to my point of view in his work "Ovids elegische 
Erzahlung," 84 where he recognizes that the tone of elegy and the 
tone of epyllion are the same-sympathetic, sentimental; and also 
that they are similar in the use of monologues, and in their use of 
erotic elements and the sKcpapcuLs.85 

It is most desirable, then, that we should banish from our 
critical vocabulary the term epyllion and from our critical thinking 
the grouping of poems under that name. There is also the possible 
alternative of using "epyllion" in a wider sense, to mean " all 
poems in the new narrative style as opposed to the Homeric epics." 
In this sense the term would not be limited to just the few poems 
listed in footnote 1. These poems, then, cannot smugly be placed 
in a distinct category and dismissed as finite; they demand considera- 
tion as part of the larger question of the nature of the verse and 
style of the Alexandrians and their Roman imitators. 

ADDENDUM. It may be of minor significance to observe that, 
comparatively late in the history of Latin literature, Ausonius used 
the word " epyllion " twice and in senses which differ from each other 
and from the ordinary modern meaning which I have tried to dis- 
credit; these are the only occurrences of the word reported by the 
Thesaurus Linguae Latinae. Ausonius used the word, toward the 
end of his letter to Symmachus on the poem, to describe his Griphus 
Ternarii Numeri: [335, 56-58] "Quod si alicui et obscurus videbor, 
aput eum me sic tuebere: primum eiusmodi epyllia, nisi vel obscura 
sint, nihil futura. ..." The Riddle is a poem of ninety hexameter 
verses which the author claimed to have composed almost extempo- 
raneously and which deals with the aspects of the numbers three 

82 Georges Lafaye, Les mitamorphoses d'Ovide et leurs modees grecs (Paris, Biblio- 
theque de la Faculte des Lettres de I'Universite de Paris xix, 1904), 94f. 

83 Op. cit. (see note 82), 10Sf. 
84 Richard Heinze, "Ovids elegische Erzahlung," Berichte iuber die Verhandlungen 

der Saichsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig, Phil.-hist. KI., Band 71, Heft 7 
(1919), 99. 

88 Op. cit. (see note 84), lOOf. 
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and nine. In the latter part of his Cento Nuptialis, in justifying 
the writing of lewd verses by a poet whose life is pure, Ausonius 
remarked: [360, 14-15] ". . . Platonis Symposion composita in 
ephebos epyllia continere." Here the term would actually refer to 
prose, or possibly to amatory epigrams [cf. Apuleius Apol. 10]. 
Yet it would seem that Ausonius would have known the technical 
meaning of the word, if there was one. These two passages have 
been generally overlooked in scholarly discussions of the so-called 
epyllia. 
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